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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Wednesday 3rd March 2021
Spelling 

Check the spelling definitions in your dictionary and use your spellings within a sentence. Could 
you also use a thesaurus to find and locate better synonyms for these words. 



Handwriting (B5-U12)

Add capital letters, exclamation marks or question marks to the 
following sentences:

get them

where are they

could you try

do it

Punctuation ladder



Guided reading- Pages 27 and 28 of Street Child by Berlie Doherty

Whilst reading these two 
pages from our class story 
book each day, can you try to 
identify examples of Tier 1, 2 
and 3 vocabulary throughout 
the week. These will be useful 
on Friday when we 
traditionally look at the 
vocabulary we have learnt this 
week. Remember Tier 1 is 
basic vocabulary eg, big; Tier 
2 focuses on improved 
vocabulary that might not be 
used in every day language 
eg,gargantuan; and Tier 3 is 
subject specific vocabulary eg, 
transparent is linked to the 
subject of Science.



Guided Reading: Street Child by Berlie Doherty

Retrieval (AF2):  Who was anxious about 

their mother? (Page 27)

Inference (AF3): Do you think Mrs. Jarvis 

was feeling? (Page 27)

Choice of language (AF5):  What 

alternative synonym can you identify for 

the word slum? (Page 27)



Can you identify an 
example of each 
word type in the 

text on the 
previous page?



English Learning Objective 
For those of you who have been working 
at home here are your tasks:
1. Edit your work with a red pen and make 

any alterations and improvements which 
you feel are necessary. (Use the next 
slides to help you consider possible 
alterations and changes). Also check any 
spellings you may be unsure about still.

2. Self-assess your work based on the 
features you have and have not ticked 
off on your punctuation ladder.

3. Make sure you identify three strengths 
of your work as well as three targets to 
improve upon.

For those of you who have been working 
in school, use the next two slides to 
improve a basic text with a few 
deliberate errors. 



Editing and improving my sentences

-Have you started all sentences/ paragraphs/ examples of 

direct speech with capital letters?

-Do proper nouns begin with capital letters?

-Have you written in the correct tense/ tenses throughout 

your work?

-Have you written in the correct person throughout your 

work?

-Have you varied your sentence and paragraph openers?

-Can you turn a short sentence into a compound sentence?

-Can you choose a better conjunction to replace an 

existing one in a compound sentence? 

-Can you turn a short/ compound sentence into a complex 

sentence with an embedded clause?

-Can you turn a short/ compound sentence into a complex 

sentence with a subordinate clause?

-Can you move the subordinate clause of a complex 

sentence to the start/ end of the sentence?

-Can I turn an active sentence into a passive sentence?

Editing and improving my punctuation marks

-Do all of your sentences end with a fullstop/ exclamation 

mark/ question mark/ ellipsis?

-Have you used a colon to introduce a list?

-Have you used commas in a list accurately?

-Have you added apostrophes in the correct places for 

contraction, singular possession and plural possession?

-If you have used commas to demarcate an embedded 

clause within a complex sentence can these be turned into 

brackets/ dashes?

-Can any of your fullstops be turned into an exclamation 

mark?

-Can any of your fullstops be turned into a semi-colon?

-If you have used an abbreviation, have you used brackets 

to explain what it means?



Editing and improving my descriptive language

-Can you use the five body senses (see, hear, smell, taste, 

physical touch, emotional feel) to add descriptive details?

-Can you add an adjective to a sentence?

-Can you add a second adjective next to an existing one?

-Can you choose a better adjective to replace an existing 

one?

-Can you turn an adjective into alliteration? 

-Can you choose a better verb to replace an existing one?

-Can you add a modal verb to a sentence?

-Can you add a fronted adverbial to the start of a 

sentence?

-Can you add an adverb next to a verb?

-Can you choose a better adverb to replace an existing 

one?

-Can you add a preposition phrase?

-Can you add a simile?

-Can you add a metaphor?

-Can you add an example of personification?

-Can you add an example of hyperbole?

Editing and improving my direct speech

-Does your speech start with a capital letter?

-Does the example of speech end with a punctuation mark 

before the closing speech marks?

-Can you add choose a better synonym for ‘said’ than you 

have already?

-Can you add an adverb next the synonym for said in an 

example of direct speech?

-Have you identified who is talking for the first two lines 

of speech dialogue between two characters?

-Could one of your characters use informal language/ 

slang words/ colloquialisms?

-When there is dialogue between characters does each line 

of speech start on a new line?



Improve the following text using the previous two slides to help:

The next minute there was a shouting from the far end of 

the street and the people who had been crouchin round 

Jim and his muther stood up and moved away. He heard 

other voices and looked up to see two policeman. “Get 

up said one of the policeman. Jim struggles to his feet. 

and you get up” the other one said to Jims mother. She is 

lying quite still. Jim was worried about his mum she had 

been unwell for days now her cough was getting worse 

and worser. It sounded bad. 



3.3.21 Fluent in five

55555555555555
66666666666666

Four operations:

1. 9453+5764=
2. 6008-3845=
3. 8453x7=
4. 4599 divided by 7=

7 and 8 timestable
practise



Four operations:

1. 9453+5764= 15,217
2. 6008-3845= 2,163
3. 8453x7= 59,171
4. 4599 divided by 7= 657

7 and 8 timestable
practise

7 8
14 16
21 24
28 32
35 40
42 48
49 56
56 64
63 72
70 80
77 88
84 96



Maths Learning Objective 

-How do you think this lesson will 
help you improve or build your 
knowledge?

-Was there anything you want to 
go back over again?

-How do you think learning in this 
subject/topic/area today will be 
of use to you in the future?



Fluency 1

Fluency 2

Reasoning   

Problem solving 

Fluency 3



Fluency 1

Fluency 2

Reasoning   

Problem solving 

Fluency 3

Answers

Answer
There are two 
ones, two tenths, 
one hundredth 
and six 
thousandths.
The number in 
digits is 2.216

Answers
A= 3 hundredths
B= 3 hundreds
C= 3 tens
D= 3 thousandths
E= 3 thousands

Answers

Answers



History

-How do you think this 
lesson will help you improve 
or build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning 
in this subject/topic/area 
today will be of use to you 
in the future?



What do you know about Ancient Egyptian Gods?

Choose three of the following Ancient Egyptian Gods:
Osiris, Horus, Isis, Seth, Anubis, Ra, Hathor, Ptah, Tefnut, Geb, Nut, Atum, Shu and Nephthys

With parental permission, use the internet and the Youtube Video links 

below to research and present facts about the gods you have chosen.

You may choose how you present your facts. You could create a 

factfile, a concept map, a written report, a picture poster with facts around 

the picture or an idea of your own.

Useful Videos to help you create factfiles about Ancient Egyptian 

Gods

The afterlife in Ancient Egypt | Primary History - Ancient Egypt -

YouTube

Egyptian Gods Explained In 13 Minutes - YouTube

Top 10 Egyptian Gods and Goddesses - YouTube

Egyptian Mythology: The Essential - Ra, Horus,Osiris, Seth, Anubis, 

Bastet - See U in History - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QovPpJLUSr8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QovPpJLUSr8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bURNgGA2lzM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2cMS2SuWm0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZe49S1Q8b8


Forest School / Home Learning Outdoor Ideas

The Egyptians had to move large 
objects by rolling them on top of 
many wooden logs. We have tried to 
do this. 

Can you think of any other way 
to move some large objects, about 
the size of a football, in your 
garden? Can you show me what 
method or methods you came up 
with.


